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Since the publication of my studyof the Hurtfamily's ironworks in last year's Journal.r various
pieces of new information have come to light. None substantially alters the picture I presented
on that occasion but the material is sufficient to warrant a short additional note.

The major new discovery is another photograph of the furnace at Alderwasley, this time of
sufficiently high quality to be suitable for publication.2 Although obviously of about the same
date as the picture showing W.H. Bailey holding a scale in front of the furnace and coming, like
that print, from amongst the papers of Frank Nixon recently deposited in Derby Industrial
Museum, the view reproduced here as Plate 1 was taken on another occasion (the undergrowth
around the fumace is significantly different) and shows rather more clearly the remains of a
stone-built furnace standing against the natural bank on the western edge of the works at
Alderwasley. The facing stone on theoutsideofthefurnace appears tohave beenrobbed, leaving
a quantity of uncoursed rubble, on the inside of which is a well preserved section of lining
extending upwards from the boshes probably almost to the throat. The shaft appears to have been
ckcular in section, as would be normal in a furnace of this period, whether charcoal or coke was
the fuel. There is no scale on the photogmph, although notes written on the back of the other
picture (notreproduced here) give thebasicdimensions as inferred by the investigators who saw
the site before its demolition twenty-five years ago.3

A littlemorelighthas been shedonFrancisHurt's activities fromanew studyof his family's
papers deposited in the Derbyshire Record Office, where a fuller list has been prepared than was
available when I worked on the collection in 1987. For example, the purchaser's copy of the
conveyancerecordingHurt'spurchaseofHeage andMorleyParkof 1767 does survive, whereas
before I had only found the vendor's copy. Hurt also acquired a substantial quantity ofprior
deeds relating to the estate with this transaction, which provide additional evidence for earlier
coal-mining in Morley Park.a

A rather more important document that has now come to light is an agreement made in
January 1765 between Hurt and Godfrey Wentworth of Hickleton, the owner of Heage and
Morley Park, giving Hurt liberty to sink for and get ironstone on Heage Common and to repair
an old sough near the school house on the common to assist his mining operations. The rent was
f5 p.a. and the agreement is endorsed with a receipt for the payment in June 1766 of one year's
rent due the previous January.s These arrangements were entered into after Hurt had initially
approachedWentworthin the summerof 1764aboutcoal andironstone atMorleyParkandwere
evidently still operative in the summer of 1766 when Hurt was negotiating either a mineral lease
at Morley Park or, as he evenmally decided on, the outright purchase of the freehold of Morley
Park and the manor within which it lay. This agreement also makes comprehensible the
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Plate I The remains of the blast furnace at Alderwasley, probably photographed about 1962. The view

is from the NE and shows the lining of the shaft and the uncoursed rubble core of the shaft, built against

thenatural bank whichrunsdownthe westem sideof the works at Alderwasley.(Courtesy Derby Industrial

Museum; from the collection of the lnte Frank Nixon)
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complaints of the commoners of the manorofHeage aboutHurt's mining activities there, which
are mentioned in correspondence between Hurt and Wentworth towards the end of 1766.6

What is particularly interesting about this document is that it shows that Hurt was interested
not merely in refining pig iron at a forge at Alderwasley but that, at the very beginning of the
year following that in which the forge is said to have been built, he was making rurangements
to mine ironstone to supply a blast furnace. It thus becomes clear that not only the forge but also
the furnace must date from 1764 and that Hurt planned from the outset to establish an integrated
ironmaking enterprise, controlling all stages from the mining of ironstone to the rolling and
slitting of rod iron himself.

It is obviously impossible to say what prompted Hurt to enter the iron industry on such an
ambitious scale at this date. It remains unclear whether he intended to use charcoal in both
fumace and forge in the traditional way or whether he wished to experiment, apparently for the
fust time in the East Midlands, with the use of coke in the furnace. There is certainly no evidence,
forexample fromthelistofplantatAlderwasleyin lT94,thathetriedthepottingandstamping
process orrefining, in which coke could be used.? It may or may not be significant that Hurt's
agreement with Wentworth of January 1765 related only to ironstone and said nothing about
coal. Indeed, his main motive in establishing an ironworks on his estate may have been to exploit
the water-power and coppice-wood available at Alderwasley and he found himself obliged to
build both furnace and forge so as to secure a reliable supply ofpig iron for refining.

In this context, it is worth stressing that, by the 1760s, almost the whole of the iron industry
in the East Midlands hadcome into the hands of WalterMather, who had been buying charcoal
from Hurt in the 1750s on a large scale. Apart from Staveley furnace in the Rother valley, which
was operated by a Sheffield-based partnership, the furnaces at Wingerworth and Kirkby (and
possibly also Hartshome) are known to have been in Mather's hands in these years; the Lloyds'
fumace at Melbourne shut in 1772; and.that at Whaley near Bolsover was apparently more or
less abandoned.E In other words, unless Hurt was prepared to buy pig from Mather (and uansport
it several miles by road), he probably had no option but to build a furnace of his own and bring
ironstone to Alderwasley from the nearest suitable location, which proved to be Heage. One
possible explanation for Hurt's action is that there had been a rift between him and Mather,
perhaps over the supplyof charcoalfromAlderwasley forMakeneyForge, andthatHurtdecided
to go intothe industry on his own account, if only toprovide a betteroutlet forhiscordwood than
rely on sales to a single customer. As contemporaries appreciated better than some historians,
the market for charcoal for the iron indusury was essentially artificial. Ironmasters had little
choice but to buy locally, since charcoal was not easily transported more than about five miles;
similarly, landowners with coppice-wood could generally only sell to a nearby ironworks, since
by the mid-eighteenth century there were few other customers for charcoal and they too had to
confront the problem ofcarriage.e Ifarelationship based on mutualdependence broke down for
some reason, such as inability to agree a new price when a long-term agreement ended (and it
is clear that Hurt was selling charcohl to Mather under such an arrangement in the 1750s), then
both ironmaster andlandowner wouldhave tochange course. Since MakeneyForge lay on the
edge of Duffield Frith, an area of former forest which remained comparatively well wooded in
the eighteenth century, Mather might have been able to find an alternative source of charcoal.
Hurt, on the otherhand, might have decided that his best chance of retaining profitable coppicing
at Alderwasley was to establish an ironworks which would consume most or all the charcoal
previously sold outside the estate.

An argument on these lines must remain speculative but provides one explanation for Hurt's
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entry into an indusxry in which, at this date, there was little if any other new investment in the
East Midlands and furnaces going up elsewhere were, without exception, coke-fired. Perhaps

what is needed is a study of the Mather family, whose dominant position in the East Midlands
iron industry in the closing decades of the charcoal era has yet to be fully appreciated.

One final point remains to be considered, the question of the fuel used in the blast furnace
at Alderwasley and its source. Elsewhere in this issue of the Journal, Miss Marion Johnson
draws attention to the existence of coal in Alderwasley and demonsffates that it was being mined
as early as the mid-seventeenth century.t0 This is undoubtedly true and I was wrong to describe
the blast furnace as lying several miles from the hearest coal. Indeed, it is not difficult to find
additional evidence for mining in the township up to the early nineteenth century, when John
Farey listed a colliery there.rr This may have closed fairly shortly after Farey's time, since by
1841 the tithe map merely records a number of field-names indicating the site of old pits, rather
than indicating that coal was still being mined.r2 None of this, however, actually confirms that
coalminedinAlderwasleywasusedinthefumace. The compilerof Bulmer's Directory of 1895

was convinced that charcoal alone was used as fuel, whereas Prof. Marsh, in his analysis of slag
from the ruined fumace, felt that coke (orraw coal) was more likely. t3 Both statements, of course,
could be correct, since the furnace might initially have used charcoal and later, as Hurt became

interested in the potential of the new process being adopted in other parts of the country, have
been tried with coal. Slag removed from the shaft would presumably reflect the operations of
the furnace towards the end of its life, rather than the start.

Despite the closer proximity of coal than I first appreciated, I continue to hold the view that
Francis Hurt built the fumace and forge at Alderwasley in 1764 mainly to exploit the charcoal
and water-power resources of his estate. Hurt appears to have become interested in the use of
coal for smelting and to have tried the process at Alderwasley. The results may have been
unsatisfactory in a water-powered furnace built for charcoal, apart from the question of high
carriage costs if coal was coming from Morley Park rather than Alderwasley, and so he decided
to move his smelting operations to Morley Park, where suitable coking coal was available and
where a steam engine could be used to provide a better blast, while keeping the forge at
Alderwasley, where there was an abundance of both water-power and charcoal. ta Morley Park
fumace was evidently built about 1780 and, although not quite the first coke-fired furnace in
Derbyshire, was certainly amongst the earliest.rs Francis Hurt, therefore, should probably be
regarded as one of the more innovative ironmasters of his day andnothing in my previous article
was intended to suggest otherwise.r6
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